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Learn how to make amazing fondant cake topper designs, with over 65 ideas for sugar
characters, bases and accessories!Whether it's a pirate with his treasure chest and parrot, or a
kitten with a comfy cushion and a ball of yarn to play with, each cake topper design has three
unique features for you to make--use these individually or mix and match from different designs
to create your own unique cake toppers!Basic cake decorating techniques are explained with
clear illustrated step-by-step instructions, so everyone can make fun cake toppers for birthdays,
weddings and any occasion!



ContentsIntroductionSugarpasteModelling Cake ToppersTHE CAKE TOPPERSPirate
PeteScooting LammyRed RacerMum’s Little HelperLucky LeprechaunAlligator AnticsThe
ArtistMucky PupDaisy’s BirthdayFirst-class MeerkatSummertime SuzieHalloween FrogThe Big
TopMy Easter BunnyEnchanted GardenFarmer Tom’s TractorKnit One, Purr OneSeamus’s Pot
of GoldPanda PlaytimeCome Fly With MeDouble TroubleJolly SantaUsing Your
ToppersSuppliersAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorI dedicate this lovely book to a very special
lady, Cathy Slatter, for giving so much of her time and endless inspiration.My thanks also go to
Glenda and all the staff at Cakes Around Town, Brisbane, Australia.IMPORTANT NOTEThe
models in this book were made using metric measurements. Imperial conversions have been
provided, but the reader is advised that these are approximate and therefore significantly less
precise than using the metric measurements given. By means of example, using metric a
quantity of 1g can easily be measured, whereas the smallest quantity given in imperial on most
modern electric scales is 1⁄8oz. The author and publisher cannot therefore be held responsible
for any errors incurred by using the imperial measurements in this book and advise the reader to
use the metric equivalents wherever possible.IntroductionI am very proud and excited to present
this new book, packed full of so much material to help and inspire you to create a wonderful
range of cake toppers. As always, I have included lots of beautiful photographs and helpful step-
by-step instructions – just the way you like it. With this in mind, I would like to tell you what makes
this book different from any I have written before.When I teach my workshops, I know from
experience that my students are most interested in learning how to make the toppers and many
travel from across the globe to do so. Most already know how to cover cakes and boards and
want something more, so with this in mind, I hope I have delivered exactly what you are looking
for.There is something here for everyone to indulge in; some projects are very simple, while
others are a little more testing, but I know that as you work your way through the book your skills
and confidence will grow. Each of the 22 main projects include three separate items, making a
total of 66 characters, animals, vehicles and accessories for you to mix and match for numerous
occasions. At the back of the book, I have used three of the toppers to demonstrate how you can
customize the designs on small or large cakes and bring in elements of the designs to use on
boards and mini cakes.I have discovered while making my toppers that Renshaw’s white
modelling paste is excellent for modelling work and I have used it extensively throughout. I am a
great advocate of ready-coloured sugarpaste and there are some beautiful new colours in the
Renshaw range to get excited about, perfect for mixing together with the modelling paste when
you need to add colour. When a sugarpaste colour is unavailable, I have used Sugarflair paste
food colour, which again comes in an amazing colour range. I also enjoyed using Rainbow Dust
edible paints, which are water-soluble and look so pretty – their pink dust food colour is just
perfect for dusting cheeks.So now it’s time to enter into the magical world of modelling with
Maisie – lets make this journey together, and remember – everything starts with a ball!Enjoy,
MaisieSugarpasteSugarpaste is a firm, sweet paste that is very soft and pliable and marks very
easily. It is a very adaptable product and when it is used for modelling, especially for body parts



or items that need support, we must add CMC (Tylose). All the models in this book are
constructed using ready-made modelling paste wherever possible, as this is a most convenient
and efficient way to achieve good results. This product does not need to have CMC added to
it.Ready-made sugarpasteHow lucky we are to be able to purchase sugarpaste in so many
beautiful colours – just take it out of the packet and away you go! Of all the ready made pastes
on the market, the brand leader is Renshaw’s Regalice (see Suppliers) and what a fantastic new
range they have for us. The paste is very easy to work with and is of excellent firm quality.Ready-
made packaged sugarpaste is quick and convenient to use. Well known brands are high quality
and give consistently good results.TipVery dark colours, such as black, dark blue and brown,
are particularly useful to buy ready coloured, because if you add enough paste food colouring
into white to obtain a strong shade, it will alter the consistency of the paste and make it more
difficult to work with.NoteInstructions for the Gingerbread Man can be found onMaking your
ownWhile the ready-made sugarpaste is excellent, you can, of course, make your own at home.
The bonus of this is that you can then tint your paste to any colour you like using edible paste
food colour (see Colouring sugarpaste). This can then be dusted with edible dust food colour to
intensify or soften the shade.Sugarpaste is such a versatile modelling medium, it can be used to
create an almost endless variety of cute characters.Sugarpaste Recipe• 900g (2lb) sifted icing
(confectioners’) sugar• 120ml (8tbsp) liquid glucose• 15g (1⁄2oz) gelatin• 15ml (1tbsp)
glycerine• 45ml (3tbsp) cold water1. Sprinkle the gelatin over the cold water and allow to
‘sponge’. Place over a bowl of hot water and stir with a wooden spoon until all the gelatin crystals
have dissolved. Do not allow the gelatin mixture to boil.2. Add the glycerine and glucose to the
gelatin and water and stir until melted.3. Add the liquid mixture to the sifted icing (confectioners’)
sugar and mix thoroughly until combined.4. Dust the work surface lightly with icing sugar, then
turn out the paste and knead to a soft consistency until smooth and free of cracks.5. Wrap the
sugarpaste completely in cling film or store in an airtight freezer bag. If the paste is too soft and
sticky to handle, work in a little more icing sugar.Quick Sugarpaste Recipe• 500g (1lb 11⁄2oz)
sifted icing (confectioners’) sugar• 1 egg white• 30ml (2tbsp) liquid glucose1. Place the egg
white and liquid glucose in a clean bowl. Add the icing (confectioners’) sugar and mix together
with a wooden spoon, then use your hands to bring the mixture into a ball.2. Follow steps 4 and
5 of the Sugarpaste recipe for kneading and storage.Sugarpaste for modellingTo convert
sugarpaste into modelling paste, all you need to do is add CMC (Tylose) powder (see Essential
purchases) to the basic recipe. The quantity needed will vary according to the temperature and
humidity of the room, so you may need to experiment to get the right mix depending on the
conditions you are working in. As a guide, add roughly 5ml (1tsp) of CMC to 225g (8oz) of
sugarpaste and knead well. Place inside a freezer bag and allow the CMC to do its work for at
least two hours. Knead the paste well before use to warm it up with your hands; this will make it
more pliable and easier to use.If you need to make any modelled parts slightly firmer, for
example if they need to support other parts, knead a little extra CMC into the
sugarpaste.Throughout this book I have used the combination of sugarpaste and CMC powder,



and find it works very well. If you add too much CMC to the paste it will begin to crack, which is
not desirable. Should this happen, knead in a little white vegetable fat (shortening) to soften the
paste and make it pliable again.Colouring sugarpasteWhether you choose to make your own, or
to buy ready made sugarpaste, the white variety of both forms can be coloured with paste food
colours to provide a wonderful spectrum of shades.Solid Colours1. Roll the sugarpaste to be
coloured into a smooth ball and run your palm over the top. Take a cocktail stick (toothpick) and
dip it into the paste food colour. Apply the colour over the surface of the sugarpaste. Do not add
too much at first, as you can always add more if required.2. Dip your finger into some cooled
boiled water, shaking off any excess and run it over the top of the colour. This will allow the
colour to disperse much more quickly into the sugarpaste.3. Dust the work surface with a little
icing (confectioners’) sugar and knead the colour evenly into the sugarpaste.4. The colour will
deepen slightly as it stands. If you want to darken it even more, just add more paste food colour
and knead again.TipWhen colouring white sugarpaste, do not use liquid food colour as it will
make the paste too sticky.Marbled Effect1. Apply the paste food colour to the sugarpaste as
directed above, but instead of working it until the colour is evenly dispersed, knead it for a
shorter time to give a marbled effect.2. You can also marble two or more colours into a sausage
shape, twist them together and then roll into a ball. Again, do not blend them together too much.
Cakes and boards look particularly nice when covered with marbled paste.Edible food colours
come in a wide variety of forms – liquid, paste, dust and even pens – all of which can be used to
add colour and life to your sugarpaste models.Painting on sugarpasteThere are various different
ways of painting on sugarpaste. The most common way is to use paste food colour diluted with
some cooled boiled water, or you can use liquid food colours and gels. There are also some food
colour pens available, but these tend to work better on harder surfaces. Another way is to dilute
dust food colour with clear alcohol. I have enjoyed using a new product for painting on
sugarpaste: Rainbow Dust food colour. It is a metallic range of water-soluble paint in the most
beautiful shades. Just paint it on and give your work a really eye-catching look.Liquid food colour
is a great way to add details, such as the paint splodges on The Artist’s smock and tip of his
paintbrush. Do not add any water to them or they will smudge.Food colour pens can be used to
add quick and simple embellishments, such as the details on the stones in Enchanted Garden.
They come in a great range of shades and are best used on hardened sugarpaste; otherwise
they will mark the paste by digging into the surface.BrushesFor painting fine lines such as
eyelashes, use a no.0000 sable paintbrush. The finer and better quality the brush, the better job
you will make of it. To dust the cheeks of my figures I use a cosmetics brush, which has a
sponge at one end and a brush at the other. For less detailed work, you can use a variety of
sable brushes in different widths.Use a fine cosmetics brush to apply pale pink dust food colour
onto the cheeks of the characters to give the faces more life. Here, I have also used a dark green
dust food colour to outline the shamrock edges.Storing sugarpasteSugarpaste will always store
best wrapped tightly in a freezer bag. Ensure you have removed as much air as possible then
place it in an airtight container to protect it from atmospheric changes. It should be kept out of



the sunlight and away from any humidity, in a cool, dry area at least 50cm (20in) off the ground. If
the paste has become too dry to work with, knead in some white vegetable fat (shortening). The
main thing to remember with any paste is to keep it dry, cool and sealed from the air, as this will
make it dry out and go hard. Freezing sugarpaste is not recommended.Essential purchasesA
visit to your local cake-decorating or sugarcraft shop is a must – not only can you buy all the
necessary products there, you will also come away very inspired! These products cannot be
made at home with any great ease, and therefore need to be purchased.CMC (Tylose) powder,
white vegetable fat, Rainbow Dust edible paints and confectioners’ glaze are essential products
that you will need to purchase before you begin sugarcrafting (see Suppliers).White vegetable
fat (shortening)This is used for softening sugarpaste so that it can be extruded through a sugar
press (or garlic press) more easily to make hair, grass, fluff etc. If you find your sugarpaste has
dried out a bit, knead in a little of this to make it soft and pliable again.CMC (Tylose)
powderCarboxymethylcellulose is a synthetic and inexpensive thickening agent that is used to
convert sugarpaste into modelling paste. It is also used for edible glue.Rainbow Dust edible
paintsThis is a new pearlescent, edible product perfect for painting straight onto sugarpaste. It is
water-soluble, available in a beautiful range of colours and gives quick and easy
results.Confectioners’ glazeThis product is used to highlight the eyes, shoes or anything you
want to shine on your models. It is particularly useful if you want to photograph your cake, as it
will really add sparkle. Apply a thin coat and let it dry, then apply a second and even a third coat
to give a really deep shine. It is best kept in a small bottle with brush on the lid – this way the
brush is submerged in the glaze and doesn’t go hard. If you use your paintbrush to apply it, then
you will have to clean it with special glaze cleaner.Edible glueThis is the glue that holds
sugarpaste pieces together, used in every project in this book. Always make sure your glue is
edible before applying it to your cake.Ingredients• 1.25ml (1⁄4tsp) CMC (Tylose) powder• 30ml
(2tbsp) boiled water, still warm• A few drops of white vinegarMethod1. Mix the CMC (Tylose)
powder with the warm boiled water and leave it to stand until the powder has fully dissolved. The
glue should be smooth and to a dropping consistency. If the glue thickens after a few days, add a
few more drops of warm water.2. To prevent contamination or mould, add a few drops of white
vinegar.3. Store the glue in a cool, dark place and use within one week. For a larger quantity of
glue, pour one pint of cool boiled water into a blender, add one heaped teaspoonful of CMC
powder and blitz for a few seconds.TipTo make a stronger edible glue, add an extra pinch of
CMC (Tylose) to the basic recipe and mix into a stiff paste.Abbreviations and equivalentsg =
gramsoz = ounces (1oz = 30g approx)cm = centimetres (1cm = 3⁄8in approx)mm = millimetresin
= inches (1in = 2.5cm approx)ml = millilitrestsp = teaspoon (1tsp = 5ml)tbsp = tablespoon (1tbsp
= 15ml)fl oz = fluid ouncesUK / US termsUKUSCMC powderTylose
powdercornflourcornstarchcocktail sticktoothpickicing sugarconfectioners’
sugarsugarpasterolled fondant icingwhite vegetable fatshorteningModelling Cake
ToppersMastering modelling with sugarpaste is the key to creating professional-looking cake
toppers. This section reveals all the tools and techniques you need to help sharpen your



modelling skills.General equipmentThere are myriad tools on the market for cake decorating and
sugarcraft, but many of them are simply unnecessary. The following list gives my recommended
essentials for making cake toppers, and these are the items that form the basic tool kit listed in
each of the projects in this book.• Large non-stick rolling pinFor rolling out sugarpaste and
marzipan.• Textured rolling pinsFor creating decorative patterns in paste – for example, rice
textured, daisy patterned and ribbed.• Quality sable paintbrushesFor painting on sugarpaste
and for modelling – used mainly for painting facial features and applying edible glue. The end of
a paintbrush can be pushed into models to create nostrils and to curl laces of paste around to
make curly tails or hair.• Good-quality stainless steel cuttersRound, square, rectangle, butterfly,
heart, petal/blossom – in assorted sizes. For cutting out shapes for decoration.• Frilling toolFor
making frills in sugarpaste pieces – a cocktail stick (toothpick) can be used instead.• Non-stick
flexi matFor placing over modelled parts to prevent them drying out – freezer bags can be used
instead.• Flower formerFor placing parts, e.g. heads, in while working on them so that they do
not lose their shape. A piece of swimming noodle with a hole in the middle will make a good
alternative.• Hair gunA very simple tool, used to make hair, grass, wool, etc.• Plunger
cuttersFor cutting out different shapes in sugarpaste – such as daisies, hearts, stars and
flowers.• Wooden spacing rodsFor achieving an even thickness when rolling out sugarpaste –
available in various thicknesses.• Cake boardsFor giving support to the finished cake – 12mm
(1⁄2in) thickness is ideal.• Cake cardsFor placing sugarpaste models on while working on them
before transferring them to the cake.• Sugar pressFor extruding lengths of paste to make grass,
wool, fluff and hair – a standard garlic press, found in all kitchens, is also very effective for this.•
Paint paletteFor mixing liquid food colour or dust food colour and clear alcohol in for painting on
sugarpaste.Specific modelling toolsA whole book could be filled talking about these, as there
are so many different varieties available. However, I use the white plastic set that has a number
on each tool. I refer to the number on the tool throughout the book. They are inexpensive, light
and easy to work with, and are available to buy from my website (see Suppliers).No.1: bone tool
– used to put the ears on animals.No.3: tapered cone/ball tool – the pointed end is used for
hollowing out the bottom of sleeves and legs, making holes in the tops of bottles, etc.No.4: knife
tool – for cutting and marking fingers and toes.No.5: small pointed tool – used for nostrils and
making holes.No.11: smiley tool – invaluable for marking mouths, eyelids and fish scales.No.12:
double-ended serrated tool – for adding stitch marks on teddy bears, etc.Securing and
supporting modelsSugarpaste models need to be held together in several ways. Small parts can
be attached with edible glue (see Sugarpaste), but larger parts, such as heads and arms, will
require additional support.Throughout the book I use pieces of dry spaghetti for this purpose.
The spaghetti is inserted into the models – into the hip, shoulder or body, for example – onto
which you can attach another piece – the leg, arm or head. Leave 2cm (3⁄4in) showing at the top
to support the head, and 1cm (3⁄8in) to support arms and legs.The pieces will still require some
edible glue to bond them, but will have more support and will stay rigid. When inserting spaghetti
to support heads, make sure that it is pushed into the body in a very vertical position otherwise



the head will tilt backwards and become vulnerable.I recommend using dry raw spaghetti
because it is food and is much safer than using cocktail sticks (toothpicks), which could cause
harm, particularly to children. However, I would always advise that any spaghetti pieces used are
removed before eating the cake and decorations.Sugarpaste models sometimes need to be
supported with foam or cardboard while they are drying to prevent parts from flopping over or
drooping down. Advice on where this may be necessary is given in the project instructions. The
soft pellets used for packing are wonderful for supporting your work, especially for propping up
arms and knees.Basic shapesThere are four basic shapes required for modelling. Every
character in this book begins with a ball; this shape must be rolled first, regardless of whatever
shape you are trying to make.All four basic shapes were used to make this cow – a ball for the
head, shaped around the eye area, an oval shape for the nose, ears and hooves, a cone for the
body and a sausage shape for the arms and legs.BallThe first step is always to roll a ball to
make a perfectly smooth surface with no cracks or creases. For example (right): You can indent
the ball around the eye area to shape a head.ConeThis shape forms the basis of all bodies. It is
made by rolling and narrowing the ball at one end; leaving it fatter at the other end.For example
(right): You can use the cone the opposite way to make a different body shape, or divide the
widest end to make the body and legs in one piece.SausageFrom this shape we can make arms
and legs. Simply roll the ball onto the work surface and lengthen by rolling with your finger, using
an even pressure to keep the thickness uniform along the length. For example (right): When you
have rolled the sausage shape, you can then turn the rounded ends upwards to form the feet,
with or without toes.OvalThe least used of all the basic shapes, it is used to make ears, muzzles,
pads and other small parts, or can be made into a body shape. It is made in the same way as the
sausage, by applying even pressure to the ball, but not taking it so far. For example (right): To
make the body of an animal with four legs, mark the oval shape at each end into two sections
then pull out each one into a smooth rounded leg shape.The Cake ToppersPirate PeteArrghhh
me hearties, Pirate Pete I be; a man with salt runnin’ through me veins. The cutlass has been me
trusty mate for many a sail and accustomed to her I’ve become. If you be in the mood for an
adventure, step aboard and join me an’ me feathered friend.You will need:Sugarpaste• 107g
(33⁄4oz) light brown• 70g (21⁄2oz) dark blue• 51g (13⁄4oz) red• 35g (11⁄4oz) flesh• 28g (11⁄8oz) lime
green• 11g (1⁄4oz) black• 11g (1⁄4oz) dark brown• 11g (1⁄4oz) grey• 5g (1⁄8oz) yellowMaterials•
10g (1⁄4oz) white modelling paste• CMC (Tylose)• Red liquid food colour• Edible
glueEquipment• 6cm (21⁄2in), 4cm (13⁄4in), 3cm (11⁄4in) circle cutters• FMM wood impression mat
(optional)• Basic tool kit (see Modelling Cake Toppers)The pirateThe boots1. To make the boots
you will need 10g (1⁄4oz) of dark brown sugarpaste with CMC (Tylose) added. Roll into a sausage
shape, cut in half and turn up the ends to form the feet. Using tool no.4, mark a line around the
base of each boot to form the soles and another line across for the heels.TipIt is always a good
idea to make the shoes or boots first to allow them to harden up a little in order to support the
standing figure.2. For the cuffs around the top of each boot equally divide and roll out 1g (1⁄8oz)
of dark brown sugarpaste to measure 1 x 5cm (3⁄8 x 2in). Using tool no.4, mark a section along



the length of each cuff then attach around the top of each boot. Insert a piece of dry spaghetti
through the top of the boots, leaving 4cm (11⁄2in) showing. Set aside.The cutlass and pistol1. To
complete the cutlass you will need 5g (1⁄8in) of grey sugarpaste with CMC added. Roll out a
piece to measure 1.5 x 5cm (5⁄8 x 2in) with a thickness of 5mm (1⁄4in) and cut out the cutlass
shape using tool no.4. Roll a small sausage shape for the handle and mark lines across using
tool no.4. Push a piece of dry spaghetti into the end of the handle and insert carefully through
the blade to give it support. Make the sheath after the hand is in place. Take 1g (1⁄8oz) of grey
sugarpaste, roll into a sausage shape tapered at both ends and flatten with your finger in the
centre.2. For the pistol add some CMC to 4g (1⁄8oz) of grey sugarpaste and roll into a short
sausage shape. Bend the shape in half then flatten the handle at one end and mark in a
crisscross design using tool no.4. Pinch out the hammer on the bend of the frame and roll the
barrel to make it thinner. When you have achieved your desired shape make a straight cut at the
end of the barrel and push some dry spaghetti into it to make a hole. To make the trigger, roll a
very small amount of grey sugarpaste into a tapered curved sausage shape. Set aside for
making the trigger cover later.The body and legs1. For the legs roll 44g (15⁄8in) of dark blue
sugarpaste into a smooth ball and then into a carrot shape. Slightly flatten the shape with your
hand and, using the widest end, divide a third from the bottom for the legs. Round off the edges
and keep the legs very short and fat; you may need to push the ends upwards to make them
thicker.2. Slip the boots onto the end of each leg and stand the figure upright. Push a further
piece of dry spaghetti down from the top of the body through each leg and into the boots to give
it extra support and push another short piece of dry spaghetti into the shoulder. Leave the figure
to harden overnight before dressing.The coat and belt1. For the upper half of the coat roll out
14g (1⁄2oz) of red sugarpaste and apply edible glue around the body. The strip should be long
enough to reach from the back of the neck to the waist. Bring the seam together at the front and
trim any excess sugarpaste from the shoulder.2. For the lower half of the coat you will need 13g
(3⁄8oz) of red sugarpaste rolled out and cut into a strip measuring 2 x 10cm (3⁄4 x 4in). Apply some
edible glue around the waistline and attach, bringing the edges around to meet at the front.3.
Make two fastenings for the front of the coat using 1g (1⁄8oz) of black sugarpaste. Take off
enough to roll two small sausage shapes measuring 1.5cm (5⁄8in) in length, flatten each one with
your finger and attach to the front of the jacket. From 1g (1⁄8oz) of yellow sugarpaste, roll two tiny
balls for the buttons and attach at each end. Set the leftover yellow sugarpaste aside.
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Susan Wilcher, “Great Book 60 characters to make. This book is wonderful, with easy to follow
instructions. I can't wait to get started making these fun characters. Can not wait to teach my
granddaughter how to make the smaller pieces to put on cupcakes.”

Susan Denise tyrrell, “Easy to use. Will use as reference in future cakes”

cataloca17@hotmail.com, “very nice book!!. Very easy to follow book. Even though i bought this
book for my fondant characters, I used it to make a parrot out of play-doh with my 5 year old
son. We had a great time!!”

Melea Carol Martin, “Cake Toppers. This is awesome! I love the whimsical nature of the designs
in this book. I am looking forward to making the pirate design. I have stocked up on Wilton
modeling dough. And I am ready to get started.”

NikkisMom1990, “Cute character book!. There are some really cute character cake toppers in
this book. The book is well written. The instructions are easy to follow with the pictures
provided.  I would recommend this book!”

nikki, “cake. this book has amazing ideas for cake decorating. I love love . Great if you decorate
cakes and what your cakes look amazing”

JG, “Super cute ideas.. Easy to follow instructions and really cute cake topper ideas to make
ahead. Make a topper & the cake will be easy after that!”

Wanda Sue Blume, “Character Cake Topper book. This is a helpful book on how to make
character out of chocolate modeling clay.  It has helpful tip and shortcuts”

Ice Maiden, “Maisie at her best. Lots of ideas for models that are fun and of varying complexity. I
find these are suitable for the whole age spectrum of my grandchildren. Making the models
keeps them entertained, making stuff with the bits of sugarpaste left over from my cake making
that would end up going hard and in the bin. A bit of cmc to make the paste of modelling
consistency and they can make something to add to a cupcake or just take home on a board. If I
had been able to do this at an early age my modelling skills would be much better than they are.”

Joy Huet love  , “Fantastic. Fantastic”

lynn gibson, “Masie Parrish cake toppers. I chose this rating after having read a few of this kind
and found it's simple to use even for a noviceSound advice on starting character



modelling.Good ideas that can be tweaked to suit your own themes.This os not my first Masie
Parrish book”

Lols, “Very good. Bought this as a present and my friend thought it was great she luv making
cakes”

Des1, “Newby cake decorator. Have been looking for some inspiration and this book has given
that. Have made the pirate and co. brilliant Have got a long way to go to be called even good at
sugarcraft model making but this book is a brilliant start.”

The book by Maisie Parrish has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 146 people have provided feedback.
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